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VES4544U Price: 269,900€ 

Apartment

Los Altos

2 Bedrooms

2 Bathrooms

153m² Build Size

100m² Plot Size

Only 1 penthouse available!Los Altos, Orihuela Costa.The residential consists of 12 blocks
of 11 apartments in each of them, large garden areas and spacious swimming pools and
play areas.You will also find a Gym and Spa area.The blocks will be composed of 2
bedrooms and 2 bathrooms apartments with a built area from 81m2 and with terraces from
20m2 to 75m2 as well as parking area underground.One step away from Punta Prima,
Torrevieja. The apartments have 2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, a large living room and kitchen
and terrace. The residential also has a garden, community pool, children’s play area and
parking space.Los Altos is located just a few ...
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inutes from the prestigious urbanization of Punta Prima where you can enjoy its blue flag beach, as well as the

beaches of Playa Flamenca, La Zenia, Cabo Roig and Campoamor which are a few minutes drive away.Close to

the shopping centers of Punta Marina and La Zenia Boulevard where you can find a variety of shops and

restaurants. You can also enjoy a great concentration of golf courses in its surroundings such as Villamartin, Las

Ramblas, Campoamor and Las Colinas, as well as ports and sports centres of Orihuela Costa and Torrevieja.

Through the national 332 or AP-7 motorway, we can easily reach any place on the Costa Blanca. We have the

Hospital of Torrevieja in just three kilometers and in 30 minutes you can reach the airports of Alicante or San

Javier.Top floor with Solarium from €269.900
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